We derive a conceptual model of the flow over heterogeneous terrain consisting of patches with contrasting Bowen ratios. Upward moving eddies are assumed to carry heterogeneous properties, whereas downward moving eddies carry homogeneous properties. This results in a decorrelation of temperature and humidity as the contrast between the patches increases. We show that this model is able to reproduce the relationship developed by Lamaud and Irvine (Boundary-Layer Meteorol. 120:87-109, 2006). Some details differ from their expression but are in accordance with data obtained over African savannah. We extend the conceptual model to a combination of any scalars, not necessarily linked through the surface energy balance (as is the case for temperature and humidity). To this end we introduce a new parameter that describes the surface heterogeneity in surface fluxes. The results of the current model can be used to predict the discrepancy between similarity relationships for different scalars over heterogeneous terrain.
Introduction
In the study of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) dimensional analysis is widely used. The rationale behind this use is that dimensional analysis often gives simpler relationships between properties of the flow than would be obtained by solving the governing equations (for mean quantities, variances, fluxes etc.). For flows in the lower part of the ABL the cornerstone of (the analysis of) experiments and modelling is Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST). MOST relationships for mean gradients as well as variances and other higher-order statistics (e.g. structure parameters) are widely used to determine surface fluxes from those statistics. Hence it is important to know under which conditions MOST is valid (Katul et al. 1995) .
The simplicity of MOST is partly due to the strict conditions for its validity: stationarity, horizontal homogeneity and irrelevance of processes in the boundary layer (above the surface layer). These conditions limit the number of relevant variables. One of the consequences of MOST is that similarity relationships should be identical for all scalars, and the correlation between scalar fluctuations should be either +1 or −1 (Hill 1989) .
In reality however, violations of one or more of the strict conditions for MOST are the rule rather than the exception: e.g. most natural surfaces are heterogeneous and conditions are often non-stationary, at least due to the diurnal cycle.
If not all conditions for MOST are met, decorrelation between scalars may occur. In two important cases this can be attributed to differences in source location, either horizontally or vertically. In the case of horizontal differences the scalar surface fluxes under consideration vary in an uncorrelated (or negatively correlated) way, as discussed by e.g. Beljaars et al. (1983 ), de Bruin et al. (1991 , Roth and Oke (1995) , Katul et al. (1995) , Andreas et al. (1998) , and recently Detto et al. (2008) (further referred to as DK08). Vertical differences occur if the relative importance of the surface flux and entrainment flux is different for both scalars: differences in entrainment regime (de Bruin et al. 1993; Michels and Jochum 1995; Jochum et al. 2004; Moene et al. 2006a ). Other causes for decorrelation of scalars are the active role of temperature and humidity, modulations of the surface layer by the outer layer (and unsteadiness) and advective conditions (see Katul et al. (2008) for an extensive review of literature on this subject).
Here we will concentrate on the decorrelation between temperature and humidity caused by surface heterogeneity. More specifically, the similarity relationships for scalar standard deviations will be considered. For the standard deviation of a scalar s, σ s , the general format of the similarity relationship is:
where s * ≡ −w s 0 /u * , u * ≡ √ τ/ρ, L ≡ θ u 2 * /(κgθ v * ), τ is the surface shear stress, w s 0 is the surface flux of scalar x, d is the displacement height, ρ is the density of the air, θ v is the virtual potential temperature, g is the gravitational acceleration and κ is the Von Karman constant. If all conditions of MOST are met, f s
should be identical for all scalars and the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between two scalars r and s (say θ and q) r rs should be equal to unity (de Bruin et al. 1993; Hill 1989) . If |r θq | = 1, then |r wθ | = |r wq |, and consequently, the following equality should hold:
where λ can be interpreted as a relative transport efficiency. Departure of the above expression from unity will occur simultaneously with a decorrelation of θ and q, i.e. |r θq | < 1 Based on an extensive literature survey, Lamaud and Irvine (2006) Furthermore they analysed a 3-month period of observations above (z = 40 m) and within (z = 5 m) a pine forest of 19 m height. The heterogeneity in their case stems both from the vertical structure within the canopy and the horizontal heterogeneity of the forest stand. From those data they derived an interpolation that both fills the gap between 'wet' and 'dry' (in terms of Bowen ratio, β) and better defines the limits of wet and dry conditions, viz.
One of the consequences of this interpolation formula is that λ = 1 for β = ( √ (10)) −1 = 0.316, irrespective of the value of the correlation between θ and q (i.e. k = 0). However, LI06 do not explain the origin of the Bowen ratio dependence of k.
In Sect. 2 we develop a conceptual model for a heterogeneous terrain with dry and wet patches, inspired by the situation for savannah vegetation in West Africa (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). For illustration purposes we use data from Schüttemeyer et al. (2006) , which are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 the model is used to explain the occurrence of decorrelation between temperature and humidity, and furthermore, the dependence of the exponent k on the Bowen ratio is investigated. Finally, the model is extended to a generic combination of scalars, not necessarily linked through the surface energy balance. Points of discussion are raised in Sect. 5, and the main conclusions are given in Sect. 6.
Theory
The model is inspired by the savannah landscape depicted in Fig. 1 : a mixture of trees of about 5 m height that transpire throughout the wet and dry seasons (wet patches) and drying grass in between that becomes drier once the rain has ceased, and eventually disappears completely.
We will derive a simple model to show the dependence of r θq on the spatial heterogeneity of the Bowen ratio, and furthermore, the relationship between the mean Bowen ratio and the relative transport efficiency (λ) can be explained. The vegetated patches are relatively wet (high transpiration) and cool, whereas the bare soil patches are dry and hot. This implies that in rising eddies that originate randomly from either a bare soil patch or a vegetated patch temperature and humidity will be anti-correlated. If we assume that the sinking eddies originate from a level where the horizontal inhomogeneities have disappeared (i.e. above the blending height), temperature and humidity are positively correlated for downward motion.
Variance Budget
MOST for scalar variances implies an equilibrium between the production and dissipation of variance. Hence, deviations from MOST will be reflected in the fact that other terms in the variance budgets become non-negligible. Here we start from the scalar variance budget for stationary conditions, aligned with the mean wind and negligible mean vertical wind speed (see DK08):
−2w s ∂s ∂z
where terms III and IV are the production and dissipation terms that balance for pure MOST conditions, term I is the advection of variance due to a mean horizontal gradient of variance, term II is an extra production term due to a horizontal gradient of mean scalar concentration, and term V (T R) is the turbulent transport term in this case, T R = ∂ ∂ x u s s + ∂ ∂z w s s . In the present conceptual model (see Fig. 2 ) all three terms I, II and V may be relevant in producing extra variance. In a way similar to DK08, the terms I, II, III and V in the budget are estimated using relevant scales, as follows: for term V. Hence it is clear that two conditions must be met before terms I, II and V can play a role in the production of 'extra' variance: the length scale of the heterogeneity should be of the same order (or less) as κz, and the contrast in surface fluxes between the different surfaces should at least be of the same order as the surface fluxes themselves.
Specification of the Patchy Surface
The surface is assumed to be covered with patches having Bowen ratios β 1 and β 2 . The patches with β 1 cover a fraction α of the surface, those with β 2 a fraction (1 − α). Furthermore, the magnitude of the inhomogeneity is expressed in the ratio γ =
. Note that we assume γ > 0, implying that the Bowen ratios for both patches have the same sign. This excludes situations in which one patch evaporates so strongly that the sensible heat flux is negative, whereas the other patch has positive sensible heat flux and evapotranspiration.
The mean Bowen ratio of the surface, β is:
where H n and L v E n are the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes of patch n, respectively. The available energy (Q * − G, with Q * being the net radiation, and G the soil heat flux) at the two patches may be different, which is expressed by = (Q * − G) 1 /(Q * − G) 2 . One could expect that if patch 1 is vegetated and well-watered whereas patch 2 is dry with little or no vegetation, > 1. In combination with
which is in line with the assumptions and observations of Andreas et al. (1998) and Katul et al. (1995 Katul et al. ( ,1999 that the sensible heat flux is less heterogeneous than the latent heat flux. From this point one can derive for a given α, β, γ and :
with
Here we will only discuss the solution with a plus (+) in the expression for β 2 . The solution with a minus (−) involves patches that both have a negative Bowen ratio, but with opposite directions of the fluxes (e.g. H 1 > 0 and H 2 < 0). From the available energy for each patch (dependent on the average available energy and the ratio ), in combination with the Bowen ratios β 1 and β 2 , the sensible and latent heat fluxes for each of the patches can be computed. Those fluxes are needed to specify the turbulent scalar fluctuations in the next Subsection.
To reduce the number of variables, we now assume that the available energy for both patches is equal (i.e. = 1). This assumption is not valid in general, given the effect of evapotranspiration on the surface temperature, differences in albedo between the patches and differences in soil heat flux.
Turbulent Fluctuations
Now that the surface conditions have been defined, the effect of these conditions on turbulent scalar fluctuations need to be considered. The model is based on a very simplistic view of surface-layer turbulence (see Fig. 3 ).
-Turbulent fluctuations of a scalar are produced by parcels of air that carry conserved properties from a certain level to the observation level. These parcels are assumed to come from a fixed distance above and below the observation level (distance equal for downward and upward motions); -The parcels originate from a location above one of the patches and are displaced horizontally either by the mean wind or by horizontal velocity fluctuations. Both processes could loosely be interpreted as being representative of terms I and II in the variance budget, respectively (Eq. 4). -The values of the conserved quantities at these originating levels are assumed to be described by standard flux-gradient relationships for the mean gradients.
The net effect is that (for positive fluxes) downward moving parcels generate negative fluctuations in both scalars that are better correlated than the positive fluctuations of the upward moving parcels. The net effect is that fluctuations of both scalars decorrelate, depending on the relative magnitude of vertical differences, and (horizontal) differences in scalars between the patches (i.e. s * /( s * )).
This leads to the following expressions for scalar fluctuations related to downward motion (δs − ) and upward motion (δs +i ):
The index i indicates the originating patch, x is the integrated flux-gradient relationship for scalars (Paulson 1970 ) consistent with the flux-gradient relationships of Dyer and Hicks (1970) used below, δz is the vertical distance over which the parcels have travelled and δs is the (weighted) mean at height z of the fluctuations from the two patches, taking both rising and sinking parcels into account (the exact expression for δs is given later, see Eq. 12). The subtraction of δs is needed to correct for the fact that the scalar profiles for both patches do not necessarily coincide at height z.
To determine L the mean value of θ v * is used. The atmospheric stability is assumed to be not influenced by the patch under consideration, so the same value of L is used for the rising and sinking parcels from both patches.
For the specification of the distance from where the parcels originate (δz) use is made of the similarity relationships for the scalar standard deviation σ s and the scalar gradient ∂s/∂z. Here, δz is that height interval that a parcel should travel along a constant vertical gradient to explain a given standard deviation. This leads to the following expression for δz:
where f s z L = σ s /s * (see Eq. 1) and φ s z L = (κz/s * ) ∂s/∂z, where the functions of Dyer and Hicks (1970) are used. This expression gives a neutral mixing length of κz. It should be noted that the outcomes of the model appear to be rather insensitive to the exact formulation for δz.
In order to determine the scalar variances, covariance and the kinematic flux from δs and δr , a few extra quantities need to be defined: -A fixed correlation coefficient between scalar fluctuations and vertical wind speed fluctuations ( r ws ) is assumed independent of the direction of the movement (up or down), or the originating patch (1 or 2). Although the exact value of r ws is not relevant, it can be deduced from the similarity relationships of σ w and σ θ that r wθ is approximately 0.25-0.55. -An undefined value for the vertical wind speed variance σ 2 w is assumed.
A fraction α of the parcels originates from patches with β 1 and (1 − α) originates from patches with β 2 . With these assumptions, estimates can be made for the mean of the fluctuations (needed in Eqs. 9 and 10), variances (s s ), scalar covariances (s r ) and scalar-vertical wind covariances (w s ):
w s ≡ σ w r ws (− (αδs
where s −i and s +i are the fluctuations as given in Eqs. (9) and (10), but without the mean substracted. From Eqs. 13 and 14 the correlation coefficient can be determined, and furthermore, from 13 and 15 the transport efficiency (r ws ) can be determined. The magnitude of the fluctuations δx depend on s * and the mixing length δz. The stability z/L, needed to determine δz is an internal variable. If a range of conditions with varying β (and thus varying z/L) needs to to be compared, the fact that z/L depends on β would create extra variability. Therefore, we define an extra external dimensionless number, z/L AE , where L AE is an Obukhov length with the buoyancy flux replaced by the available energy:
From L AE and the mean Bowen ratio β the actual L is deduced that is used to compute δz.
Observations
For illustration purposes, observations gathered at a savannah site in Ghana are used. These were gathered between November 4, 2002 and December 10, 2002 near Tamale, Ghana (9 • 29 N, 0 • 55 W). Eddy-covariance equipment was installed at 10-m height, consisting of a CSAT-3D (Campbell Scientific) sonic anemometer and an IrGA 7500 (LiCor) infrared gas analyzer (water vapour and CO 2 ). From the raw data half-hourly mean fluxes have been computed. For details on the data processing, see Schüttemeyer et al. (2006) and van Dijk et al. (2004) .
Within 1 month the evapotranspiration decreased dramatically: at the start grass, bushes and trees transpired nearly unrestricted, whereas toward the end of the period the grass died, and only the trees were able to transpire without restrictions. The midday Bowen ratio of the terrain increased from 0.5 to 3 over 1 month (Moene et al. 2006b ). Figure 1 gives an impression of the tree density around the eddy-covariance mast. The mean density is of the order of 17 trees per hectare (or a mean distance between the trees of 25 m) but the trees are very unevenly spread, especially in the vicinity of the flux tower. Figure 4 shows the resulting correlation coefficients for two distributions of 'dry' and 'wet' patches, viz. α = 0.5 and α = 0.15, the latter distribution being inspired by the Ghanean savannah vegetation. The first thing to note is that with an increasing Bowen ratio contrast between the patches, r θq decreases, due to the fact that the contrast between fluctuations originating from different patches (δs +1 and δs +2 ) becomes large relative to the fluctuations related to the vertical scalar gradient. Furthermore, for α = 0.5, r θq has a minimum for a mean Bowen ratio equal to one. This combination of α and β gives the largest contrast between the surface values of θ and q for the two patches, and consequently σ θ σ q is at its maximum, thus reducing r θq . For other values of α the maxima of the θ − q covariance and σ θ σ q (both not shown) are also located near β = 1, but with decreasing α (smaller 'wet' patches with β 1 ) the maximum in θ q becomes more pronounced and shifts to lower β; in contrast the maximum in σ θ σ q decreases and shifts to higher β. The net effect is that for smaller α the minimum in r θq shifts to higher β for β 1 /β 2 < 1 (and lower β for β 1 /β 2 > 1).
Consequences of the Model

Temperature-Humidity Correlation
To summarize: the smaller the wet patches, the drier the mean conditions need to be to obtain maximum decorrelation. Figure 5 shows the transport efficiencies for temperature and humidity (r wθ and r wq ) for a range of mean Bowen ratios and ratios of the Bowen ratios of the individual patches (β 1 /β 2 ). The first thing to note is that the correlation coefficients have been scaled with the correlation coefficient for homogeneous conditions, r ws . Here r ws has been taken from the model itself (setting β 1 /β 2 to one). This normalization with r ws masks the fact that r ws depends on stability due to the fact that f s z L f w z L is a function of stability: with increasing instability r ws increases. In the present model the increase in instability is linked to an increase in the mean Bowen ratio: although z/L AE is fixed at −0.2, the actual stability changes to more unstable conditions with increasing Bowen ratio.
Relative Transport Efficiency for Moisture and Heat
For r wθ the largest deviations from unity occur at low Bowen ratios, whereas for r wq the deviations occur for high Bowen ratios. However, these deviations only occur for relatively large contrasts between the patches: β 1 /β 2 or β 2 /β 1 = 5 and larger. Figure 6a shows the relative transport efficiency λ as a function of the mean Bowen ratio. The first striking feature is that λ = 1 at β = 1 for all cases, due to the fact that at β = 1 the smaller temperature fluctuations originating from the wet patch are exactly compensated by the larger fluctuations from the dry patch (and the reverse for humidity). The net effect is that temperature and humidity behave identically, despite the fact that r θq is unequal to 1 (see Fig. 4 ).
In accordance with the findings for r wθ and r wq , relatively large contrasts in the Bowen ratios of the patches are needed to produce a significant deviation of λ from 1. For example, for λ to deviate from one by more than 10%, the mean Bowen ratio needs to be larger than 3, or less than 0.2, in combination with a contrast between the patches of γ or 1/γ larger For both plots the surface fraction of β 1 is 0.15, the stability as expressed by z/L AE is −0.2 and the fraction of parcels moving upward equals that of parcels moving down than 5. In fact, λ is less than one for surfaces that are well-watered in the mean, and is larger than one for dry surfaces. The values of λ shown in Fig. 6 are much smaller than λ equal to 1.28 observed by Andreas et al. (1998) for Bowen ratios between 1 and 2. If our model is a good representation of reality, the large value for λ observed by Andreas et al. (1998) could not be due to surface heterogeneity only. For the data presented by LI06 a similar argument holds: for Bowen ratios well above unity they found values for λ of 1.5 and higher, which in the present model would require extreme differences between the patches.
One of the important results of LI06 is the expression that describes the way in which the relationship between λ and r θq depends on the Bowen ratio. Therefore, we investigate the Bowen ratio dependence of the exponent k in Eq. 3 as resulting from our conceptual model. The result is shown in Fig. 6b . The model predicts the limiting values of k = 1, k = 0 and k = −1 for low, intermediate and high Bowen ratios, respectively. The shape of the curve is similar to the Bowen ratio dependence of k as shown in Fig. 7 in LI06 . It is striking that the shape of the curves is nearly insensitive to the contrast between the patches (as expressed by β 1 /β 2 ). To enable a better comparison between the current model, the parametrization of LI06 and our own data, Fig. 7 shows these three together. There are several main differences: the Bowen ratio for which k = 0 is exactly one for the current model, whereas it is 0.3 for the parametrization of LI06. On the other hand the slope of k versus log(β) of LI06 at intermediate Bowen ratios is similar to that in our data, whereas our model shows a smaller slope. Finally, the data (and the parametrization) of LI06 reach a value of −1 and 1 for β = 0.1 and β = 1 respectively, whereas Fig. 6b shows a more smooth transition. Regarding the Bowen ratio for which k = 0, it appears from our own data that the value cited by LI06 (0.31) is not universal: the present data suggest a value around one, in accordance with the current model (see Sect. 5).
Extension to Other Scalar Combinations
For combinations of scalars other than temperature and humidity, there is no logical equivalent for the mean Bowen ratio. However, in the context of the present model β is only used as an indicator of the relative importance of vertical and horizontal differences in temperature and humidity. At low β horizontal differences in temperature might dominate over vertical differences, leading to low values of r wθ , whereas for high β horizontal differences in humidity might be larger than vertical differences leading to a low transport efficiency for humidity, r wq .
For the combination of temperature and humidity, the mean Bowen ratio is the determining factor for the scalar decorrelation because the relative importance of the vertical and the horizontal differences for both scalars is linked through the Bowen ratio. In order to make the transition to a generic combination of scalars we are forced to explicitly include information on the magnitude of the horizontal contrast. Here we propose the following generic measure of scalar surface heterogeneity (as a replacement for the mean Bowen ratio):
where F s and F r are the areally-averaged surface fluxes of scalar s and r , and F s1 , F s2 , F r 1 and F r 2 are the fluxes for the individual patches. Note that the ratio ( s * )/s * that was introduced for the analysis of the variance budget appears here again. For the combination of temperature (s = θ ) and humidity (r = q), with the surface fluxes of s and r being anti-correlated between the patches, B appears to be identical to β (provided that the available energy is equal for both patches). With λ sr ≡ r ws /r wr , |λ sr | = |r sr | k sr and replacing β by B, the dependence of k on surface conditions can be extended to any combination of scalars. In order to illustrate the utility of B defined above, we have generated a dataset of 10,000 sets of random surface fluxes for both s and r for each of the patches, and computed B and k sr for each combination. In Fig. 8a the exponent k sr is shown for positive values of B, which is a situation similar to the combination of temperature and humidity when the available energy is identical for the patches. Figure 8b shows the cases with B < 0, implying a positive correlation between the fluxes of s and r . The majority of points is located on relatively well-defined lines, where the curve for B > 0 is similar to the line in Fig. 7 . The line again passes through a single point for B = 1 and λ sr = 1, which is due to the fact that at B = 1 the surface fluxes of the two scalars are perfectly anti-correlated and the situation is similar to the situation for temperature and humidity at β = 1: both r ws and r wr are smaller than one but equal, resulting in λ sr = 1. The singularity at B = −1 is due to the fact that r sr equals 1 at B = −1, whereas λ sr can have a range of values, implying that k sr can assume a large range of values.
Discussion
The present model does not take into account the arrangement of the patches, or the scale of individual patches. But from the analysis of the variance budget in Sect. 2.1 it is clear that the scale of the heterogeneities should be at most of the order of the observation height in order to have a noticeable effect on the variance budget. However, not only is the scale of the heterogeneities important, but also the relative contrast between the patches (( s * )/s * ) plays an important role in determining the extent to which MOST conditions are violated.
In fact, it has been tacitly assumed that the downward moving parcels, originating at z + δz (see Fig. 3 ), roughly originate from the level where temperature and humidity become more or less horizontally homogeneous (the scalar blending height, similar to the momentum blending height (Wieringa 1986)). If we make this assumption explicit, the model does take into account the scale of the heterogeneity, since the blending height will depend, among other things, on the scale of the heterogeneity. However, the level where horizontal differences disappear does also depend on the magnitude of horizontal variations that is permitted (i.e. the extent to which horizontal differences have disappeared). If that permitted variation is determined relative to the vertical variation of the scalar under consideration, the blending heights for temperature and humidity may be different. For dry conditions (high β) the blending height for temperature is located lower than that of humidity, and for wet conditions (low β) the reverse holds. This implies that for dry conditions the temperature signal behaves as if it is related to a horizontally homogeneous surface (and the same holds for humidity for wet conditions). This may be the basis for the remark of Andreas et al. (1998) that for their observations the heat sources are (more) uniform than the moisture sources. This also explains that for temperature they found similarity relationships that are identical to those for a homogeneous surface.
One of the important differences between our model and the results of LI06 is the value of the Bowen ratio for which k = 0 (β = 1 in our model and β = 0.31 in LI06). A possible explanation for this discrepancy may be the fact that we assumed = 1 (i.e. equal available energy for both patches). It turns out (not shown here) that a combination of patches where the wet patches have larger available energy than the dry patches (β 1 /β 2 < 1 and > 1) results in a downward shift of the k versus β line in Fig. 6b , and as a consequence the point where k = 0 shifts to lower values of β. It should be noted that in the current model the difference in available energy between the patches should be considerable: should be of the order of 2, also resulting in a shift of the limiting values of k to 0.5 (small β) and −2.5 (large β).
Another remark to be made is that the present conceptual model does not take into account other violations of the assumptions underlying MOST, in particular the effects of entrainment. However, a model similar to the present one could be constructed to study the impact of entrainment effects. In that case, the fluctuations of a scalar should be considered as being the result of the superposition of fluctuations related to two processes. Fluctuations of the first kind are produced by vertical motion in a mean field with a vertical gradient (similar as in Fig. 3) . Fluctuations of the second kind are related to large scale motions through the entire boundary layer, which become mostly horizontal in the surface layer (see e.g. McNaughton 2004). These fluctuations are thus not correlated to the vertical velocity. For a boundary layer where the entrainment ratio of moisture differs considerably from that of temperature, this leads to relatively large fluctuations of the second kind for moisture, whereas the temperature fluctuations are hardly affected. The variance of a scalar can then be considered to be the sum of the variance due to fluctuations of the first kind and fluctuations of the second kind. The relative transport efficiency λ is then dependent on the relative magnitude of the entrainment ratios of both scalars (compare this to the dependence on the Bowen ratio in the present model).
Finally, the model is purely one-dimensional in the sense that no interaction between the eddies originating from different patches is allowed for. In reality enhanced evaporation may occur when dry air from a dry patch is advected over a wet patch (see e.g. Diaz-Espejo et al. 2005 ).
Conclusions
It was shown by LI06 that the relative transport efficiency of heat and water vapour (λ) depends on the Bowen ratio and the temperature-humidity correlation. A simple conceptual model of a heterogeneous surface, consisting of two types of patches with contrasting Bowen ratios, can be used to explain this behaviour of λ. For dry conditions the horizontal contrast in humidity between the patches is much larger than the vertical contrast between the surface and atmosphere. This results in a decrease in the correlation between vertical wind speed and humidity, and consequently in an increase in the ratio r wθ /r wq ≡ λ. For wet conditions the reverse argument holds.
The model predicts the correct limits for the exponent k in λ = r k θq , but the Bowen ratio for which k = 0 is somewhat higher than the value quoted by LI06 (1 versus 0.31) but more in agreement with the observations of Schüttemeyer et al. (2006) . In order to extend the application of the model to other combinations of scalars, a new generic measure of scalar surface heterogeneity (as a replacement of the mean Bowen ratio) has been introduced. Using synthetic data, it was shown that this new measure of surface heterogeneity is able to explain the variation in the exponent k sr in λ sr = r k sr sr .
The results of the current model can be used to predict the discrepancy between similarity relationships for different scalars over heterogeneous terrain. This is particularly relevant if the variance method is used to derive fluxes. The surface heterogeneity may be related to the properties of natural vegetation (as for a savanna vegetation), or may be due to man-made heterogeneity (e.g. cropping patterns, urban areas).
